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Instructions: COMPLETE ALL QUESTIONS AND MARGIN NOTES using the CLOSE reading
strategies practiced in class. This requires reading of the article three times.
Step 1: Skim the article using these symbols as you read:
(+) agree, (-) disagree, (*) important, (!) surprising, (?) wondering
Step 2: Number the paragraphs. Read the article carefully and make notes in the margin.
Notes should include:
o Comments that show that you understand the article. (A summary or statement of the main
idea of important sections may serve this purpose.)
o Questions you have that show what you are wondering about as you read.
o Notes that differentiate between fact and opinion.
o Observations about how the writer’s strategies (organization, word choice, perspective,
support) and choices affect the article.
Step 3: A final quick read noting anything you may have missed during the first two reads.
Your margin notes are part of your score for this assessment. Answer the questions carefully in complete
sentences unless otherwise instructed.
Student ____________________________Class Period__________________

Archaeologists Spy New Viking Settlement From Space
Space archaeologists think they may have found a second Viking colony in the
Americas
More than a thousand years ago, a group of Vikings became the first European
explorers to settle North America. It wasn't until the 1960's when archaeologists
discovered the remains of this Viking colony in northern Newfoundland. And
ever since, they've searched in vain for other signs of communities the Vikings
may have left behind. Now, thanks to satellite imagery archaeologists may have
finally found a second Viking settlement, as showcased on NOVA’s upcoming
documentary, Vikings Unearthed.
The new site was discovered last summer, when “space archaeologists” noticed
evidence of man-made structures in infrared satellite photos. While the scientists
identified several sites that could be possible settlement, archaeologist Sarah
Parcak narrowed it down to one site called Point Rosee on the southern tip of
Newfoundland that showed signs of buried buildings, Ralph Blumenthal reports
for the New York Times.
“It screams, ‘Please excavate me!,’” Parcak tells Blumenthal.
Point Rosee is thousands of miles away from Parcak’s usual haunts in Egypt.
For several years, she has used satellites to uncover new archaeological sites
and protect others from thieves and tomb raiders. But while ancient Egyptian
builders left behind heavy stone blocks, the Vikings made most of their
buildings out of wood and earth, making it harder to pick out potential buildings
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in satellite photos, Mark Strauss reports for National Geographic. However, by
examining the plant life in the area, Parcak can see where the foundations of
ancient buildings may have once stood.
When Parcak and her colleagues finally traveled to the Point Rosee site in
person, they uncovered more possible signs of a Viking settlement: signs of
early ironwork, including heightened levels of iron deposits and what could be
the remains of a hearth designed for purifying iron ore gathered from a nearby
bog, the BBC reports.
“There aren’t any known cultures—prehistoric or modern—that would have
been mining and roasting bog iron ore in Newfoundland other than the Norse,”
archaeologist and Viking historian Douglas Bolender tells Strauss.
Archaeologists have occasionally found scattered specimens of Viking artifacts
from Newfoundland to Maine. However, most of the evidence of their short and
failed foothold in North America come from the sagas, oral histories passed
down through the generations. But even though the sagas helped point
archaeologists to the first North American Viking settlement found at L’Anse
aux Meadows, it’s still unclear how factual the accounts are, Strauss reports.
“For a long time, serious North Atlantic archaeologists have largely ignored the
idea of looking for Norse sites in coastal Canada because there was no real
method for doing so,” Bolender tells Strauss. “If Sarah Parcak can find one
Norse site using satellites, then there’s a reasonable chance that you can use the
same method to find more, if they exist. If Point Rosee is Norse, it may open up
coastal Canada to a whole new era of research.”
While the find at Point Rosee is promising, there’s no proof yet that it was a
Viking settlement – the evidence uncovered at the site is circumstantial, though
it is intriguing. More research at the site must be done to see if there are other
artifacts to uncover, but it has the potential to change what historians know
about the Vikings in North America.
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Comprehension questions – answers may be in phrases.
1. What does a space archaeologist study?

2. Explain why Vikings is capitalized.

3. Define haunts as used in the article.

4. List two countries in which remnants of Viking artifacts have been found.

5. Define deposits as used in the text.

7/8.RI.4,5

Answer each question in one or more complete sentences and by providing complete explanations.
1. Which
ing precise sentence provides an example of personification?
7/8.RI.1,2,3,4,5

2. Explain the process used to locate the Viking settlement from space. Cite evidence from the text to
support your explanation.
Of the

Rachel Feltman September 18 Rachel Feltman September 18
7/8.RI.1,3,5
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3. Cite five pieces of evidence reinforcing the theory that the site was, in fact, a Viking settlement. Use the
provided bullets.
•

•

•

•

•

(

7/8.RI.5

4. The author mentions that a NOVA documentary will feature information about the Viking settlement.
What are the advantages and disadvantages of using text versus video? Use the provided chart.

7/8.RI.7
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